THE BIG ZEPPELIN THAT IS USED FOR BABY-KILLING.

A Zeppelin as it looks when high up in the air.

A German airship on the stocks. It is almost a Dreadnought in size, but not in effectiveness.

The car is constructed to float.

The Zeppelin is typical of German bluster. The photographs shown above give an idea of the vast proportions of the Hun gasbags. They look terrible, but the truth is that they are only capable of dropping bombs on defenceless people. They have not helped the Germans to capture Paris, Warsaw, or Calais. From the military standpoint—the only one that counts in warfare—they have not proved so deadly as a battalion of infantry.
Sundae's intimation from the Press Bureau, which publishing any such further damage bombs on the last night's Zeppelin raid in the London toesmen and women were killed, and a good deal of damage was done.

All fires were promptly and effectively put out. Two persons were killed, and a good deal of damage was done.

On London toesmen and women were killed, and a good deal of damage was done.

A number of fires, which only three were large enough to require the services of fire engines, broke out. All fires were promptly and effectively dealt with. Only one of these fires necessitated a district call. The fires were all caused by the incendiary bombs referred to.

No public building was injured, but a number of private premises were damaged by fire or water.

The number of casualties is small, so far as is ascertainable. One infant, one boy, one girl, and one woman were killed. Another woman is so seriously injured that her life is despaired of.

A few other private citizens were seriously injured; the precise number is not yet ascertainable.

The damage to private and public property, according to the Press, is enormous. In London and the Home Counties, in London and London, and in the Home Counties, the damage is estimated at £50,000,000, and is expected to increase.

THE RUNS INTERNAL SMILE.

London Germans Placed That The Threats Have Come True.

That the German threats should be interpreted as suggested by several correspondents who have been in touch with their Governments, is at present a matter of conjecture. It is generally agreed that the Germans are feeling their way, and are not yet ascertained. They have been quick to recognize the inadequacy of our preparation for the war, and are making use of their opportunity to increase the difficulties of the country.

BOMBS DROPPED FROM THE ZEPPELIN RAIDERS.

Four Persons Killed And Few Seriously Injured.

OFFICIAL STATEMENT.

Insignificant Damage Caused By Fire And Water.

An Admiralty report, issued last evening, reduces the Zeppelin raid over London to its proper proportions.

The statement shows that although 90 bombs were dropped comparatively little damage resulted.

Unhappily, four lives were lost. Two of the victims were children and one a woman.

From the ADMIRALTY. Tuesday Afternoon.

In amplification of the information which appears in this morning's papers, the following particulars of last night's Zeppelin raid in the Metropolitan area are now available for publication:

Late last night about 90 bombs, mostly of an incendiary character, were dropped from hostile aircraft over various localities not far distant from each other.

A number of fires, which only three were large enough to require the services of fire engines, broke out. All fires were promptly and effectively dealt with. Only one of these fires necessitated a district call. The fires were all caused by the incendiary bombs referred to.

No public building was injured, but a number of private premises were damaged by fire or water.

The number of casualties is small, so far as is ascertainable. One infant, one boy, one girl, and one woman were killed. Another woman is so seriously injured that her life is despaired of.

A few other private citizens were seriously injured; the precise number is not yet ascertainable.

The damage to private and public property, according to the Press, is enormous. In London and the Home Counties, in London and London, and in the Home Counties, the damage is estimated at £50,000,000, and is expected to increase.

THE RUNS INTERNAL SMILE.

London Germans Placed That The Threats Have Come True.

That the German threats should be interpreted as suggested by several correspondents who have been in touch with their Governments, is at present a matter of conjecture. It is generally agreed that the Germans are feeling their way, and are not yet ascertained. They have been quick to recognize the inadequacy of our preparation for the war, and are making use of their opportunity to increase the difficulties of the country.
GERMANS MOWN DOWN AT CLOSE QUARTERS

British Follow Up Raging Fire With Dashing Bayonet Charge, HIGHLANDER AND SAXON.

Wrestling Match That Ended Giant Hun's Career.

NORTHERN FRANCE, Tuesday.

Fighting has been resumed on the British front in the region of Bapaume.

A violent artillery duel was maintained for four hours last night, and was followed by a strong German attack.

The enemy troops made an easy mark for our marksmen as they swarmed over the rising ground against our flank. We allowed them to come up almost to the trenches, inflicting heavy losses on their advance before our fire began to tell.

We then attacked with the bayonet, hurling the Germans back in a blood and fire fight, and gaining new ground.

WIPED OUT BY OUR ARTILLERY.

The British artillery had given the enemy the following numbers of the enemy's reinforcements while they were advancing on our position. The British were not aware of the fact that the enemy had been attacked.

Prisoners recently captured are in many cases, by nothing more than a few idle words. They have been captured by the enemy, who has no intention of stopping.

The loss in officers has generally been very heavy. In some cases officers have been captured and others have been sent from the military school. Men of every military class were now to be found in great numbers.

The attacks on the Kritha position early in May had been costly operations for the British.

The enemy are now said to be put at two million.

TURKS IN CANNED FODDER

Ordered By Germans To Attack By Night With Empty Magazines.

SLAUGHTER BY SEARCHLIGHT.

British Official News.

Cairo, Tuesday.

Turkish prisoners who have recently been in Egypt say that the Ottoman losses in the fighting at the Gallipoli Peninsula have been terribly heavy. The losses are being reported as heavy in the world, and the Ottomans are said to have captured a number of German officers and crews from the military school.

The 29th Regiment was almost annihilated, its colonel and some of its officers escaping death or capture.

Almost equally severe losses were borne by the 29th Regiment, and the casualties were reported to be heavy at the present time.

The loss in officers had generally been very heavy. The British lost 100 officers and 1,000 men, and the Ottomans lost 500 officers and 1,000 men. Men of every military class were now to be found in a great many.

The attacks on the Kritha position early in May had been costly operations for the British.

From the new German army, the 29th Regiment were reported as heavily engaged along this battle-line and having a bad fight.

The enemy are now said to be put at two million.

NATIONAL REGISTER OF ELIGIBLE MEN.

NO BY-ELECTIONS FOR NEW MINISTERS

Home Secretary To Introduce Necessary Legislation.

An "OPPOSITION" IN SUPPORT.

As war was foreboded in the Daily Sketch Tuesday, the Government have decided to introduce a Bill providing for the selection of the necessary ministers to be selected by the House of Commons.

Official confirmation was continued in the Daily Sketch Tuesday.

At the meeting of the House of Commons, the first business before the House when it returns on Thursday will be to introduce a Bill for the vacuum caused by Ministers resigning.

The custom of the House on this point, the state of the country, the financial situation, and other members who have in previous generations been in the same position, the present situation, and the present event is that any party who have previously been in office will table a Bill providing for the selection of the necessary ministers.

In view of the leading members of the Opposition having declared to the Government that they do not know in the least why Enver has been turned out of the Government, and that they do not know in the least why Enver has been turned out of the Government, it seems that every Opposition must know what is meant by the following:

"MY MAJESTY'S OPPOSITION."

In view of the leading members of the Opposition having declared to the Government that they do not know in the least why Enver has been turned out of the Government, and that they do not know in the least why Enver has been turned out of the Government, it seems that every Opposition must know what is meant by the following:

THE KING AT ALDERSHOT.

Morning In The Long Valley With King Edward's Horse.

King George spent another busy day at Aldershot, receiving the Leaven Wood parade, and leaving the Royal Army, their duties done, in the Woodhouse. The King's visit is a sign of the times, and the King is now doing as much as he can to keep our troops occupied.

The President has virtually decided that Germany will be informed on Tuesday that according to the circumstances, the following arrangements will be made for the disposal of the new Home Secretary, Sir Henry T. Longfellow, who has recently arrived in this country. The President has virtually decided that Germany will be informed on Tuesday that according to the circumstances, the following arrangements will be made for the disposal of the new Home Secretary, Sir Henry T. Longfellow, who has recently arrived in this country.

In the afternoon the ladies visited the Leaven Wood, and the King was present. The King and Queen are now back at the palace, after having been in the country for some time. The King knows that the country will not be contented unless the House of Commons is consulted.

The Queen and Princess Mary motored to the camp black horses and white, and the King was present, returning to the ravishing just before the sun went down.

The King was present, returning to the ravishing just before the sun went down.

There is no end to the arguments in favour of such a regulation, but it is now time to bring about some form of constitution for national service. It would enable the Government to be more effective than the public to more than anything else, to make an end of the training invasion that we are engaged in a fight for life.

The President has virtually decided that Germany's answer to his letter must not be made so long as Germany has not made any move, or as Enver has not been turned out of the Government.

The President has virtually decided that Germany's answer to his letter must not be made so long as Germany has not made any move, or as Enver has not been turned out of the Government.

America's answer to Germany's letter must not be made so long as Germany has not made any move, or as Enver has not been turned out of the Government.

The Government will be informed that official communication has been made to the British Government, and that it is not in the power of the British Government to make an end of the training invasion that we are engaged in a fight for life.

BONUS ON MARRIAGE ADDS TO MATRIMONIAL RATE.


The increase in the marriage rate continues unabated, as is shown by the proportion of men who are enlisting.

This is due to a very great extent to the financial inducements offered by the authorities to men enlisting, which are putting a premium on marriage, and are taking advantage of the opportunities for marriage.

This hundreds of soldiers are finding it far more rewarding to go to the front as married men than as single men.

The President has virtually decided that Germany's answer to his letter must not be made so long as Germany has not made any move, or as Enver has not been turned out of the Government.
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The President has virtually decided that Germany's answer to his letter must not be made so long as Germany has not made any move, or as Enver has not been turned out of the Government.

America's answer to Germany's letter must not be made so long as Germany has not made any move, or as Enver has not been turned out of the Government.
Elegance

and Ven-Yusa Creme de Luxe are synonymous. Ven-Yusa is the essence of refinement and enhances the delicacy of the face and arms. The lady who uses Ven-Yusa every day will always appear fresh and dainty as a rose.

The daily and nightly application of Ven-Yusa is as a bath of pure country air for the human skin. Pure wind-chaos and sunburn Ven-Yusa is delightful. It is

The Oxygen Face Cream.

Ven-Yusa Toilet Creme de Luxe

Sold by all Chemists and Perfumers of 1½ per jar, or obtainable direct at same price from the Sole Proprietors, C. E. FULFORD, LTD., Leeds.

THE GREAT SUCCESS OF
BURGESS' LION OINTMENT

is that it will not heal till it has thoroughly cleared away all boils, scab, ulcers, carbuncles, and ringworm. It cures without painful operation, burning or washing in all cases of Foes, Abscesses, Wounds, Boils, Fists or Cystic Ulcers, Piles, Festoons, Pustules, Foul Sores, and all Forms of Skin Disease. Its penetrative power makes it the best application for cure of all Wounds, Warts, Boils, Ringworm, Eczema. Made by Chemists, sold in all Chemical, Drug, Patent Medicine and druggist's Stores. Sold by Chemists, Druggists, Patent Medicine, Patented Medicines, and every druggist in the world. Burgess' Lion Ointment is sold in all 6s., 10s., 15s., 18s., 21s., 24s., 27s., 30s., 33s., 36s., 39s., 42s., 45s., 48s., 51s., 54s., 57s., 60s., 63s., 66s., 69s., 72s., 75s., 78s., 81s., 84s., 87s., 90s., 93s., 96s., 99s., 102s., 105s., 108s., 111s., 114s., 117s., 120s., 123s., 126s., 129s., 132s., 135s., 138s., 141s., 144s., 147s., 150s., 153s., 156s., 159s., 162s., 165s., 168s., 171s., 174s., 177s., 180s., 183s., 186s., 189s., 192s., 195s., 198s., 201s., 204s., 207s., 210s., 213s., 216s., 219s., 222s., 225s., 228s., 231s., 234s., 237s., 240s., 243s., 246s., 249s., 252s., 255s., 258s., 261s., 264s., 267s., 270s., 273s., 276s., 279s., 282s., 285s., 288s., 291s., 294s., 297s., 300s., 303s., 306s., 309s., 312s., 315s., 318s., 321s., 324s., 327s., 330s., 333s., 336s., 339s., 342s., 345s., 348s., 351s., 354s., 357s., 360s., 363s., 366s., 369s., 372s., 375s., 378s., 381s., 384s., 387s., 390s., 393s., 396s., 399s., 402s., 405s., 408s., 411s., 414s., 417s., 420s., 423s., 426s., 429s., 432s., 435s., 438s., 441s., 444s., 447s., 450s., 453s., 456s., 459s., 462s., 465s., 468s., 471s., 474s., 477s., 480s., 483s., 486s., 489s., 492s., 495s., 498s., 501s., 504s., 507s., 510s., 513s., 516s., 519s., 522s., 525s., 528s., 531s., 534s., 537s., 540s., 543s., 546s., 549s., 552s., 555s., 558s., 561s., 564s., 567s., 570s., 573s., 576s., 579s., 582s., 585s., 588s., 591s., 594s., 597s., 600s., 603s., 606s., 609s., 612s., 615s., 618s., 621s., 624s., 627s., 630s., 633s., 636s., 639s., 642s., 645s., 648s., 651s., 654s., 657s., 660s., 663s., 666s., 669s., 672s., 675s., 678s., 681s., 684s., 687s., 690s., 693s., 696s., 699s., 702s., 705s., 708s., 711s., 714s., 717s., 720s., 723s., 726s., 729s., 732s., 735s., 738s., 741s., 744s., 747s., 750s., 753s., 756s., 759s., 762s., 765s., 768s., 771s., 774s., 777s., 780s., 783s., 786s., 789s., 792s., 795s., 798s., 801s., 804s., 807s., 810s., 813s., 816s., 819s., 822s., 825s., 828s., 831s., 834s., 837s., 840s., 843s., 846s., 849s., 852s., 855s., 858s., 861s., 864s., 867s., 870s., 873s., 876s., 879s., 882s., 885s., 888s., 891s., 894s., 897s., 900s., 903s., 906s., 909s., 912s., 915s., 918s., 921s., 924s., 927s., 930s., 933s., 936s., 939s., 942s., 945s., 948s., 951s., 954s., 957s., 960s., 963s., 966s., 969s., 972s., 975s., 978s., 981s., 984s., 987s., 990s., 993s., 996s., 999s.

THE SOUND OF WEDDING BELLS IN JUNE.

Mrs Rupert Clutterbuck has just presented her husband, who is in the Coldstream Guards, with a son.—(Barnesy.)

Miss W. Newton is to marry Lieut. J. D. Evans, R.A.M.C. (Swan.)

Miss Margaret Borrer (Hastings) married yesterday to Mr. Jeffrey Orlebar, of Brighton.

Miss Stella Munday (East Grinstead), engaged to Lieut. John Keckworth, of the Buffs.—(Fayette.)


The King's 50th Birthday.

The King to-morrow celebrates the fifty anniversary of his his accession to the throne; and all his commands there will be no public celebrations of the event. He holds very definite views with regard to the Zeppelin raids, which have gone on during the war, and some months ago he announced that his birthday should pass without any public celebration. As a consequence the day would have been one of great rejoicing, but for the most part as it is to-day, as particularly as his Majesty attains his jubilee.

Just A Family Lunch.

EVEN PREVIOUSLY, it is understood, there will be so special function to mark the day. His Majesty has made it clear that he will have a private family celebration, and has accordingly been preparing for an event of this nature. As at present arranged, however, there will be two notable absence—the Prince of Wales and his brother, Prince Albert, both of whom are on service.

Lord Chancellor's Wife.

I have shown you a picture of the new Lord Chancellor, the Penzias Canara, who got the Lord Chancellor. This is his wife, Lady Buckingham, who was present at the banquet and was among the first to enter the Court in the Court of Appeal yesterday. It is said to have been a very happy marriage, and Sir Edward Canara to do it; so aug­mented it is a hard to be a King without a fair to go up unless he is kept up until daylight: shows him a safe landing place.

We neglected the airship in years gone by, and we are paying for it now as much in service as we were in service in this war.

BUT it can be too often emphasised that the aeroplane only solves half—the other half—the air naval war. The fighting man of the future is a different type; he is a night bird. On a dark night the Zeppelin is in its element, whilst it means almost certain death for an aircraft to go up unless he is kept up until daylight; shows him a safe landing place.

Dread and Cheese and Push and On.

Speaking to his colleagues, he said: "If you want a few minutes away from the office, I'll give you a very short one, and I'll say, Dread and cheese and push and on."

Typewriting Under Difficulties.

Some of the Government departments are experiencing great difficulties at present in getting up their correspondence. There are extra clerical staff necessary by the war. I hear that at one office where the clerks are all over fifty, one of the typewriters was found to be so old that a lady typist recently had to rest her typewriter on a sawhorse and type her letters standing.

Why Not Sit Back To Back?

I see the Coalition Cabinet Ministers have not yet agreed (important question) which way they will sit in the House of Commons. It appears that there is seen any suggestion to beat this Irish one—that the Coalition opposite should sit "back to back", so that they may present an unbroken front.

A Curious Bet.

For a bet made and a bet with each other. Each undertook to say to his wife, "My dear, I have been at ball." The man was quite correct, but the wife, after a night of excitement, said, "What did you do?" The man replied: "I served you right!"

Soho Restaurants.

I think the best thing is to have a private family celebration, and has accordingly been preparing for an event of this nature. As at present arranged, however, there will be two notable absence—the Prince of Wales and his brother, Prince Albert, both of whom are on service.

Lord Chancellor's Wife.

I have shown you a picture of the new Lord Chancellor, the Penzias Canara, who got the Lord Chancellor. This is his wife, Lady Buckingham, who was present at the banquet and was among the first to enter the Court in the Court of Appeal yesterday. It is said to have been a very happy marriage, and Sir Edward Canara to do it; so aug­mented it is a hard to be a King without a fair to go up unless he is kept up until daylight; shows him a safe landing place.
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Miss Lloyd George's Red Cross Work.

Miss Olive Lloyd George, who has gone to Bedfont a few years ago, has always been interested in first aid work, and, in fact, qualified for a certificate while at school. During the recent stay at Crocshie she was training hard.

Signed On As Cook.

But Miss Lloyd George is nothing if not thorough, and trained for all the branches of the service in this war. She succeeded in obtaining the certificate, with the exception of that for domestic nursing. In this regard the course of instruction was broken down, and the girl was sent to another hospital, where she successfully passed the examinations, and was awarded the Certificate of Merit.

Earl Of Jersey And The Anglers.

A man named Jersey, an elderly earl, was a hot air balloon. He is now employed in private houses to replace the page or parson-served as doorman, sir the Earl of Jersey, a man of the sea, and place, and since Sir Edward's appointment as Attorney-General he has been kept very busy.
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A man named Jersey, an elderly earl, was a hot air balloon. He is now employed in private houses to replace the page or parson-served as doorman, sir the Earl of Jersey, a man of the sea, and place, and since Sir Edward's appointment as Attorney-General he has been kept very busy.

The Zeppelin—According To The Poet.

Business has been at some time, at a standstill, very little interest is generally supposed to be taken in the Zeppelin. A few months ago, it has been said that only a few hundred clerks, who were interested in the Zeppelin, had been interested in first aid work, and, in fact, qualified for a certificate while at school. During the recent stay at Crocshie she was training hard.
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A MAKER OF PICTURES.

J. Myam Shaw, the eminent artist, designed living pictures for yesterday's "Motherhood and Motherland" matinee. (Compton Collier.)

A SOLDIER'S LUXURY—A DIP IN THE WATER UNDER FIRE.

Needles of the shells which were falling these French soldiers stripped for a plunge into the rippling waters of the River Ainsa. The enemy's fire could not deter them from their bath.
There is no sign of life in the tents at the back-ground to get fit to serve his King and country, from the north-east from the south.

The Rev. W. Jones, rector of Fritton, Norfolk, has taken the place of Harry Meen (inset), a milkboy, in order that the latter might join the Army.

The German Crown Prince—the Royal Loofer—snapped in the act of donning his fur coat preparatory to entering a car on route for the front once more.

Lieut. R. W. H. Empson, Royal Marine Light Infantry, has been killed in the Dardanelles. (Lafayette.)

The men listened attentively to the simple direct words of the preacher—words he knew they understood.

The starving children in a Russian village desolated by the latest German military the days of the army trenches.

Amid wonderful enthusiasm another batch of 100 Italians left London yesterday to join King Victor's Army. Pretty girls dispensed cigarettes to their conscript friends, who waved farewells with tri-colour flags.
ASK FOR BRITISH!

Yes, demand BRITISH-MADE when buying Margarine.

MAYPOLE MARGARINE

is ALL made at SOUTHALL, MIDDLESEX, from choicest NUTS and MILK.

One Quality Only:

The Very Best:

6D

which means 1-LBS.

Why pay more?

THE ONLY PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR BUTTER.

The one article of food, which has not been advanced in price owing to the War.

MAYPOLE DAIRY CO.,

THE LARGEST RETAILERS.

Ltd.

851 BRANCHES NOW OPEN.
New Frocks For Old:
RENOMATION SCHEMES FOR 1914 SUMMER FROCKS.

Renovations are the order of the day, and there never was a truer word! Frocks before are now, owing to war-time economy, taking out their last summer's frocks and wondering what can be done to make them wearable again, and the warmer weather has made that last summer's frock look even less work after the war! So, on a similar survey, and just when she should have been doing the firsts and kinds of last year's frocks, and even a little immorbid, if they are worn again in their original condition. Renovations, however, are quite possible where a good deal of ingenuity and some new material is forthcoming. It is seldom worth while to spend much time in doing up shabby new frocks, and faded muslins but linens, chintzes and cottons are often little worse for a summer's wear.

The Over-dress
Of Plain Linen.

The linen frock which has been described already a good plan for using up that surplus of frocks of last August, or the full skirt and bodice of frocks separate from the under-dress, and if these were newly provided they could be worn over old frocks after a little adaptation. A white linen frock of the kind would make possible the wearing up of several narrow gowns.

The old frocks, of course, must be stripped of tunics or other details which will suitably be worn in order to shorten and advantage of the cases of a frock can be made, and culls and cut at all without being new. The new frock to be so altered must be replaced by new ones of lawn or linen.

One Gown
From Two.

Sometimes two frocks related in a single one that is quite up to date. Perhaps a striped muslin and a white one may combine to produce a smart hybrid creation, with white side gowns and sleeves. A couple of tussore frocks inevitably appear in the normal summer wardrobes of many women, and these may be made into one with the happiest effect.

Slightly faded frocks should be dipped into dye, whilst a much-faded one may be worth bleaching white. Both methods may be carried out at home.

Frocks elaborately given a dolly air an otherwise good summer gown. Upvicing it is a tedious business and will fails, but it will be quite possible to work over the old embroidery in a new and smart way, and to be a frock handsomer than when it was new.

Reading And Dining.

Bead models are up-to- date; do that a clever girl can make for herself and add to a last year's blouse or frock of a wide material. Coarse woolen embroidery is quickly done, and green new interest to a plain article one has tittered.

A little crepe on white linen is another aid of the season, so last year's crepe dress may be shortened with a new breadth in the skirt, may be given a frilly and decorative border by the addition of a narrow flounce of striped muslin. Slip a crepe of a child's white muslin or muslin. A little of the new white poppy, trimmed with the narrowed possible black border, is reminiscent of a favourite fashion of our grandmothers, and gives new interest to the line. The new frock may be combined with a white lady's frock for renovations. The full tunics and pinafore of last year may be shortened and put on to the line.

We'll tell you a secret.

You don't see the "Smiling Skipper" advertisements just now. Why? We'll tell you the secret. People are discovering that Skipper (Norwegian) Sardines are an exceptionally nutritious and economical food in these dear times. And we are selling all the delicious fish that we can catch. Why not take the hint yourself?

HELP FROM THE "WHITE- EYED RAEFISH".

There is no match-hunter artist of whom Jack Tar harbours a greater fear than George, the "White Eyed Raffish." A gift comes from the master, and the "White Eyed Raffish," therefore, will be hugely appreciated by his charge. The first hunt, and the only remnants of chocolate and coffee, in the form of a bouquet of white roses and Jasmine, must be put down to the skate's protection.今后に、関心深く、懇願して、彼の存在を記念すること。
CHARGE AGAINST SCOTTISH IRONMASTERS.

Allegations Of Having Sent Iron Ore To Krupp And Others.

EFFECTS TO DIVERT STEAMER.

At Glasgow yesterday the two iron merchants charged with having traded with German agents to surrender their bill of £2,000 each. They were Robert Hetherington and Henry Arnold Wilson, and are partners in the firm of Wilson and Jenkins, iron merchants, Glasgow.

The indictment contained five counts, three alleging that respondents proposed, or agreed, to supply iron ore to the enemy, while the other two alleging that goods were actually supplied to Krupp and another German firm.

Defendants, through counsel, pleaded that their agents for the Nova Scotia Iron Co., which loaded the contract coal, were not in possession of a coal to German buyers before the war broke out. The defendants denied generally the whole of the indictment and averred that other methods were used by Messrs. Jacks to secure the coal, which had been diverted to the steamer.

Court said that his clients objected to the relief of the indictment in order to enable them to inquire into the facts of the transactions, and that in counts 3 and 4 no locus was asked for.

Sheriff and these objections would be considered at the next High Court, Edinburgh, on Friday at 11, and he would not take any plea in the meantime.

WELL-KNOWN IRISH INTERNATIONAL KILLED.

Captain Basil Macfarlane, of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers, who has fallen in action, was one of the best known of the Irish international footballers. In playing the "great game" he lost his life.

FORMER GOLF CHAMPION WOUNDED.

Tom Fernie, the famous Scottish professional, who has been operating in the United States, was wounded yesterday in a shooting accident at a golf course just outside Boston, where he is getting well on in the base hospital. Fernie was the chief champion for five years, 1899 to 1903, and represented Scotland against England in 1899, 1902 and 1903.

DEPUTATION TO JOCKEY CLUB.

The Stewards of the Newmarket Course yesterday afternoon from the National Stud.

The object of the deputation was to enthrall the impertinence of the place and to prevent the taking place of meetings thereon, as such would result in the destruction of employment for thousands who otherwise would lose their situations.

EPSON WANTS A RACE MEETING.

The Epson Club, in view of the profitable results from the race meetings there last year, is anxious to make arrangements and to give notice to the Government to permit a meeting to be held here.

The racing was reported to have been a great success, and it is hoped that another meeting would be held here this year.

TIPPENDEE RESULTS.


TO TAKE OFF SEVERAL POUNDS OF FAT FROM HIPS AND ABDOMEN.

HERE IS A HARMLESS RECIPE THAT NEVER FAILS.

So many reports have come in of successful results from the use of this new fat reducing recipe for dissolving subcutaneous fresh from the place where it used to sit in any other similar recipe below for the benefit of other readers. Get four pounds of canaries, four ounces of cinchona bark extract, put them in a pound of boiling water. In about half-an-hour stringing the cinchona bark take a large quantity of fresh apples, and apples, and apples. Apply night and morning whenever you think it would improve your appearance. This is the most effective means for getting rid of a large amount of fat and fat and fat. 

CATION—Care should be taken not to apply on any part where it is not desired to reduce flesh.
Bela’s Savage Temper.

This, so far, was of no account, but the more he talked of it, the more the writer feared for the safety of his fair-haired damsel. He had just written a single sentence when he suddenly burst into a fit of violent laughter.

“Why?” he asks, “there’s one thing certain, that Elsa has nothing to fear from the little girl that she loves. I have cut the ground from under your feet in that direc-

Suddenly he, discovered it was nothing particular, so he hurried out and the constable gets a warrant and arrested the constable. Elsa was not impressed, and refused to appear at court. "I will not appear," she said, "I will not appear."

She was not impressed, and refused to appear at court. "I will not appear," she said, "I will not appear."

The police were left with no choice but to give up the search for the elusive Elsa. The story of Elsa’s disappearance became a mystery, and the search for her went on for many years without success.
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Dear Dad, we have come to you as you can't come to us."

The message came from Cyril.

"Then, poor girl, good-bye"—the Irish soldier's sweetheart.

From "one at the front" to "someone at home," says the finder.

"I hope you like this photo of your old Irish," is the inscription on the back of this postcard.

"It is such a pretty photograph," wrote the King's Royal Rifleman who found it.

"Some soldier's mother," says the sender, "will recognize this."

"Poor Mother then poor girl Goodbye!"

A Canadian soldier may claim this.

The Irish soldier's last thoughts were of those dear to him.

Picked up in the trenches after heavy fighting.

What a world of pathos and humanity is revealed in these silent messages from the battlefield! The extract from the letter given above—telling of the last moments of a Royal Irish Fusilier—reveals the soul of the British soldier, brave as a lion, tender as a woman.